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Since Stokowski failed, through his own doing, to establish himself as the face and music 
director of the NBC Symphony, the door was open for Toscanini’s full-time return, which 
happened in the 1944-45 season. Stokie’s failure to do so, of course, flies in the face of the 
Toscanini-bashers since he had nothing to do with what happened. It should also be pointed out 
that, as a naturalized U.S. citizen, Stokowski “wrapped himself in the flag” nearly as much as 
Toscanini did—but again, this holds no water with the Toscanini-bashers. 

As for the Italian’s becoming a cult figure, that had as much to do with his longevity, 
surprisingly good health and continued ability to conduct performances that were powerful and 
musically interesting. Although he was surely one of that small group of conductors whose name 
could sell out a concert hall quickly, he was not the only one. Cults had also sprung up around 
not only Stokowski but also Beecham, Furtwängler, Mengelberg and Krauss, encouraged by 
those personalities. Toscanini was, for better or worse, simply a manic workaholic who produced 
almost (but not quite) consistently dazzling and valid performances and thus rose to their level 
by the time he was co-leading the New York Philharmonic in the late 1920s, when he was 
already in his early 60s, and although he personally did nothing to create an aura of mysticism 
about him, as the other four names above clearly did, his refusal to grant interviews and 
legendary temper explosions at rehearsals made him a cult figure. True, RCA/NBC added some 
salt and spice to his reputation by their exorbitant claim that he always conducted music exactly 
as the composer intended, but that was simply the cherry on top of the already formidable cake 
with icing his own hard work and anti-Fascist stance had built for him. 

What’s interesting about this is the fact that although Toscanini lent his name and presence 
to several War Bond drives and the Office of War Information propaganda film, in his personal 
life he continued to rebuff the legendary status he had achieved, whereas the others reveled in it. 
He is, then, the only superstar conductor of his era to become one without intending or seeking 
such a position. True, his workday personality was outsized, but only due to the famed temper 
explosions and the fact that he would not work with unprepared or musically slovenly artists. In 
this respect, he was really not much different from other big-name conductors who never really 
had a cult such as Monteux, Boult, Koussevitzky, Ormandy, Ansermet, Mitropoulos, Steinberg 
or Böhm. No matter how famous these conductors became, they personally resisted any attempt 
to become cult figures in the conducting world. The same could be said for those intransigent 
Hungarians, Fritz Reiner and George Szell, who did indeed have cult status thrust upon them by 
their respective record companies late in their careers (Klemperer could also be considered one 
such), but who personally sneered at the idea and led quiet lives as much away from the limelight 
as possible. I find it interesting, and more than just a bit ironic, that members of the Beecham, 
Krauss, Furtwängler, Mengelberg, Stokowski or Munch cults somehow feel that their cult is no 
such thing, even though they think every performance by their favorite conductor is superb, 
whereas Toscanini is always dumped on for this. 

And things were clearly changing in the music world as the World War began winding 
down, primary among them the nagging complaint that Toscanini did not conduct enough 
American or contemporary music or both. He argued, rightly, that he allowed the other 
conductors free reign in their programs, and that they conducted a great deal of both, although 
according to Harvey Sachs in his new biography he tried to stop Mitropoulos from performing 
Schoenberg’s own orchestral arrangement of his String Quartet No. 2, partly because he detested 
Schoenberg’s music but also because he was afraid it would alienate too many regular listeners. 
But he made a sincere effort to make his programs more diverse, adding (temporarily) such 
pieces to his repertoire as Kabalevsky’s Colas Breugnon overture and Symphony No. 2, 



Kodály’s Háry János suite, Castelnuova-Tedesco’s Overture to a Fairy Tale, Elie Siegmeister’s 
Western Suite, Vittorio Rieti’s Sinfonia Tripartita, Paul Creston’s Frontiers and Choric Dance 
No. 2 and Don Gillis’ comical Symphony 5 ½ although the one piece that stuck because he really 
liked it was Ferde Grofé’s Grand Canyon Suite, which he first conducted on September 2, 1945. 
Serious critics rolled their eyes at this one. Really? A pop-schlock piece by a guy who wrote and 
arranged music for the Paul Whiteman Orchestra, the third movement of which was used as an 
advertising jingle by Philip Morris cigarettes? But to listen to Toscanini’s recording of it, one 
realizes that, like so much older Romantic music, he took the schmaltz out of it and gave it some 
backbone, performing it as if it were a major piece by Respighi.  

Yet as Paul Creston said in a 1960s interview with Ben Grauer, he put aside the petty 
carping that critics made of Toscanini as a conductor, particularly that his performances had 
grown rather stiff over the years, because to see the care and hard work he brought to these 
scores, including his own, was to appreciate a brilliant musical mind that was always trying to 
relate every tiny detail of a score into the overall fabric and make it “sound” within every 
performance, and this, he believed, was the secret of Toscanini’s genius. He admitted than other 
conductors played his works with greater fluidity but that only Toscanini got into the “kitchen” 
so to speak, of the composer’s mind and worked himself tirelessly to produce exactly what the 
composer really and truly wanted. Naturally, this was easier when he had a living composer like 
Creston, Grofé or Kodály to consult in person, but he believed that Toscanini projected exactly 
the same sort of thought and care on earlier music as well. This was the secret of his genius, and 
this is what was recognized not only by his many peers who held him in awe but also by such 
deep thinkers as Einstein, Thomas Mann and Stefan Zweig.  

A perfect example is his little-known (because it was never officially issued due to a 
playing error by the trombonist) 1939 performance of Ravel’s Bolero. Having been dressed 
down by the composer in 1931 for playing too fast, Toscanini took the time to listen to Ravel’s 
own 1932 recording of the piece and learn what he had in mind: a slow-paced, rhythmic swagger 
that was something of a cross between Spanish folk music and jazz. This Bolero is one of the 
very few extant—even by such renowned jazz-oriented conductors like Leonard Bernstein—to 
come close to what Ravel himself did with the music.  

Yet, as has been noted, far too many of his 1944-46 performances were too fast, tight and 
tense to properly project much of the music. Among the very worst is his broadcast performance 
of Mozart’s Don Giovanni overture which, despite his usual amazing transparency and “biting 
winds,” makes the music sound cheap and trivial. It completely misses the dark drama of the 
score and is, in my view, the worst performance of this music by a major conductor extant. Nor 
was it just Mozart who suffered. His Beethoven and Brahms from this period were likewise too 
tightly wound and brusque in phrasing, making the music sound like a caricature of itself. As 
part of a victory celebration for the end of the European phase of the war, Toscanini gave one of 
his most brutal and ineffective readings of the Beethoven Fifth committed to disc. One can argue 
that he was “only” given a half hour to perform it, but to me there is little excuse for this other 
than the fact that he just thought of the energy of the Beethoven Fifth appropriate for such a 
short-breathed, nasty-sounding interpretation. No matter how you view it, it is inartistic. 

My own feeling is that he had simply hit an artistic wall. Since 1937 he had been slowly 
but surely moving his interpretations away from rhetorical expressive devices, convinced—
perhaps by his musicological studies with such men as Jacques Barzun—that such things were 
the baggage of the Romantic era and were not necessary to creating expressive performances. 
Eventually, he would arrive at some wonderfully relaxed and expressive performances that did 
not use such devices, but in this period he was experimenting with omitting them altogether. By 



and large it was not a well-chosen or happy experimental period for him, and it is telling that, in 
later years, he approved very few recordings from this period for commercial release. 

One performance that did come out well in this new style was his broadcast, over two 
consecutive weeks in early 1946, of Puccini’s La Bohème, almost exactly 50 years since he 
premiered the opera in 1896. Naturally, his style in this performance is probably not exactly the 
way he conducted it originally—such moments as “Si, mi chiamano Mimì” and “Addio senza 
rancor” are just a bit too tightly-controlled to work in a theatrical production—but there is much 
more warmth in this performance than in most others from this period. Tenor Jan Peerce, who 
sang in his usual inexpressive manner (all forte and no subtlety), recalled years later that tears 
were streaming down his cheeks as he conducted and sang along with the music. In rehearsal, 
Toscanini supposedly asked Peerce if he had every made love to a woman; Peerce said yes, to 
which Toscanini shouted, “Well, sing like it!” Except for the tenor’s energetic but unsubtle 
Rodolfo, the cast simply bubbles with life, particularly soprano Licia Albanese, for whom this 
role was a specialty, baritone Francisco Valentino, who gave a wonderful performance as 
Marcello, and bass Salvatore Baccaloni as Benoit and Alcindoro. A very young Ann McKnight, 
then still a voice student (she later had a great career in Italy as a lyric spinto under the stage 
name Anna di Cavalieri), sang a pert and pretty Musetta, and all in all the performance has 
atmosphere and drama about it. It was a sensation, and led to RCA asking Toscanini if he could 
prepare Verdi’s La Traviata for the following season.  

But first, there was Toscanini’s triumphant return to La Scala in May of 1946. It took 
almost a year for the theater to be rebuilt, since it had taken some heavy shelling from Allied 
forces during the war. Toscanini clapped his hands, listened to the reverb, and proclaimed, “It is 
the same.” The reverb was indeed the same, but the sound quality was not; in fact, La Scala’s 
original acoustics were not restored until 2017, but the “Reopening of La Scala Concert” went on 
as planned. The program was long and ambitious: 

 
Gioacchino Rossini: 
 La Gazza Ladra (The Thieving Magpie): Overture 
 Guillaume Tell: Wedding Chorus; Act I Dance; Soldiers’ Dance, Act III 
 Mosè in Egitto: Preghiera – Dal tuo stellato soglio 
Giuseppe Verdi: 
 Nabucco: Overture; Chorus of Hebrew Slaves, Va pensiero 
 I Vespri Siciliani: Overture 
 Quattro Pezzi Sacri: Te Deum 
Giacomo Puccini: 
 Manon Lescaut: Intermezzo & Act III 
Arrigo Boito: 
 Mefistofele: Prologue 
 
With the exception of the Thieving Magpie overture, probably chosen simply because it 

was a cheery curtain-raiser and the Mefistofele excerpt, which may have been chosen to represent 
the devil (Mussolini) who was cast out of heaven (Italy) by a chorus of angels (the Italian 
people), all of the works played represented fights for or escapes to freedom. The third act of 
Manon Lescaut is particularly interesting as the only complete act of any other Puccini opera 
other than La Bohème conducted by Toscanini. It is truly a shame that this concert only exists in 
one set of acetates, badly damaged and apparently played to death before anyone had the good 
sense to transfer them to tape, because the performance is entirely different in phrasing and 
musical “binding” that any other conductors’ performances of this opera. Apparently not wanting 



to use one of his former favorite tenors, Enzo de Muro Lomanto, because he had wholeheartedly 
embraced Fascism, and not trusting the artistic sensibilities of Gigli, Lauri-Volpi or Masini, his 
tenor of choice was Giovanni Malipiero, a decent singer but by no means a stellar voice. Why he 
did not choose the young Sicilian Giuseppe di Stefano, who spent the war in a Swiss internment 
camp, I have no idea. The soprano in the Manon Lescaut was one of his old favorites from the 
late 1920s, Mafalda Favero, while young Renata Tebaldi was relegated to the soprano part in the 
prayer from Mosè in Egitto. The bass soloist in the Mefistofele prologue was the great Tancredi 
Pasero, Ezio Pinza’s exact contemporary and rival within Italy. All of these performances are far 
more relaxed-sounding than anything he was doing at NBC at the time and, in fact, would 
continue to do until the spring of 1947, which proves that he could indeed produce sensitive yet 
emotionally charged performances at this point in his career. 

He then went on a concert tour with the La Scala Orchestra, mostly in Lausanne, 
Switzerland. One concert included a performance of the Beethoven First Symphony that was as 
tense and stiff as his NBC performances of the time, but another concert included the same 
symphony played in a remarkably relaxed style reminiscent of his 1935-37 period. That same 
concert also included his finest performance, to my mind, of Strauss’ Tod und Verklärung, one of 
his favorite war-horses. Relaxed as well as intense, the Scala orchestra never played better and 
the whole performance has an even greater flow than his later, equally excellent in pacing, studio 
recording of the tone poem with the NBC Symphony.  

The implication, for me, is that conducting in New York under the restrictive clock (one 
hour broadcasts) of the NBC network had a certain deleterious effect on his performances that 
took him another year to get over. Surely, this is what adversely affected his December 1946 
broadcast of Verdi’s La Traviata. I know some people who absolutely love this performance, 
among them Harvey Sachs, but upon relistening to it just the night before I wrote this paragraph I 
hate it as much as ever. Yes, everyone sings and plays every note in the opera; no one messes up 
anything; and in at least one section, the offstage band playing in Act III, Toscanini creates a 
wonderful effect that no other conductor has equaled, but the impression this performance still 
makes on me is of a ridiculously fast, breathless reading of the music with only soprano Licia 
Albanese creating a sympathetic character. The whole thing sounds like a theatrical company 
performing, say, Shakespeare’s Hamlet by rattling off the lines at 90 miles an hour. All the 
words are there but a real performance never takes place.  

Nor, it seems, was I alone in not liking this performance. Toscanini didn’t like it much, 
either, and initially refused to pass on it for release. He wanted to record the whole opera in the 
studio with more relaxed tempi and a different soprano (unfortunately, never named) as well as 
to record complete performances of Il Trovatore and Rigoletto. You would think that RCA 
Victor’s executives would have fallen over themselves to set up the recording sessions in 
Carnegie Hall to obtain the maximum sound and told him to go to it; after all, the company had 
not yet recorded a complete opera (and in fact would not do so until 1950, when they recorded 
Rigoletto with Leonard Warren conducted by Renato Cellini), and here was their star Italian 
conductor dropping a “posterity gift” in their laps. But no! They told him that he couldn’t even 
use Studio 8H, but would have to make the recordings in the even more acoustically inferior 
Studio 2A. Toscanini rightly refused, and so these potentially precious gems were never 
recorded. Eventually, Toscanini capitulated in approving the release of the broadcast Traviata 
because, like the Shostakovich Seventh Symphony, high-quality acetate dubs were making the 
rounds that would have undercut his ability to collect royalties. One copy of these acetates, in 
fact, ended up in the possession of Igor Stravinsky, another person who was thrilled to death with 
this performance because it was so non-Romantic in concept and execution. But two sopranos 
who thoroughly disliked the broadcast were Lucrezia Bori, who commented “That’s not the way 



he conducted it with me in Bari in 1913m” and Albanese, who for the next 40 years told anyone 
who would listen that the dress rehearsals were far better than the actual performances. 

Eventually, someone listened: Music & Arts Programs of America, a Berkeley, 
Caliifornia-based CD label founded in 1984 to record avant-garde American composers. By the 
early 1990s they had moved into Toscanini reissues, and eventually they bought the rights to 
issue the tapes of the Traviata dress rehearsals (made one day before each of the two broadcasts). 
Except for the party music that opened Act II, Scene 2, which was faster in the rehearsal, the rest 
of the performance has both a relaxation and a real theatrical feel to it that eluded everyone in the 
broadcasts. Yes, there is the distraction of hearing Toscanini hum along very loudly with the 
singers (particularly with baritone Robert Merrill in the Act II, Scene 1 duet with Violetta) and at 
one point, in the orchestral introduction to “Lunge de lei,” he yells something at the orchestra in 
Italian that sounds as if he is calling them cabbage-heads, but this entire performance is almost 
“possessed.” It has a magical aura about it that I’ve not heard in any of Toscanini’s other 
complete opera recordings except the Salzburg Falstaff and Die Meistersinger, both given in live 
stage settings and not in the sterile confines of Studio 8H. Had he simply re-recorded the 
offending passages that he interrupted with his vocalizations, this could easily have been issued 
on LPs as his complete Traviata of choice. 

For whatever reason, when Toscanini returned to the air on February 9, 1947, it was in a 
moment of complete triumph to offset the disappointment of the December 1946 Traviata: the 
first part of Berlioz’ dramatic symphony Romeo et Juliette featuring Metropolitan Opera star 
Gladys Swarthout singing the mezzo-soprano aria and another Met artist, tenor John Garris, 
singing the brief Queen Mab aria. Though emotionally intense, this performance, and the 
concluding portion broadcast the following week, had a considerable amount of rhythmic give-
and-take in them, particularly the love scene (Toscanini’s favorite music of all time, he said) and 
the Queen Mab Scherzo, both of which received much stiffer performances in his studio 
recordings of that music. In the second broadcast, which was much shorter than the first, he filled 
out the time by conducting a scene from Berlioz’ La Damnation de Faust, a work he loved and 
always wanted to perform complete with NBC but apparently could never find “the right tenor” 
(although young Nicolai Gedda could surely have done it in 1953 and Giuseppe di Stefano in the 
late 1940s). American baritone Mack Harrell, the father of famed cellist Lynn Harrell, sang 
Mephistopheles’ aria “Voici des roses” in this performance, and once again Toscanini conducted 
sensitively and delicately, evoking the will-o-the-wisps perfectly in his ethereal treatment of the 
strings and harp passages. 

In March of the same year Toscanini gave yet another outstanding performance of French 
music, this time his own suite from Dukas’ Ariane et Barbe-Bleue, the opera he had conducted at 
the Metropolitan and loved back in the 1910s. This recording had, almost by magic, outstanding 
high-fidelity sound, but for some strange reason he approved it to be released on V-Discs for 
American soldiers but never for RCA! It still remains one of his greatest and best-sounding 
performances, along with his own arrangement of the suite from Roussel’s The Spider’s Feast, 
another outstanding recording he never approved for official release. Perhaps he felt that both 
works were too exotic for his audience. I think he was wrong to pass over them. 

On November 24, 1947, Toscanini went to Carnegie Hall to record Tchaikovsky’s Sixth 
Symphony, the replacement for the rejected Philadelphia Orchestra recording five years earlier. 
While it is true that the Philadelphia performance is both more nuanced and slightly quicker in 
addition to having more beautiful sound, this NBC recording is surely one of his finest 
achievements with that orchestra. Every note, every phrase has feeling and meaning; it is only 
the sound, turned cramped and pinched in late LP reissues of this 78-rpm recording, that defaces 
this performance. My first encounter with it was on the inexpensive RCA Victrola LP of c. 1967, 



and I loved it in spite of the thin sound and harsh strings. I eventually gave up on it when the 
Philadelphia performance was finally issued, but going back to it I find it a remarkable and 
moving performance, surely better than nearly any stereo recording of the work, even 
Toscanini’s own stereo recording of 1954. 

 If one throws the Traviata performance out of the mix as a pair of performances that 
didn’t work because the conductor felt pressed for time, and I would surely do that out of 
courtesy to him, one can see a rejuvenation of interest in music-making as a result of his trip 
back to Italy and Switzerland. I haven’t seen anyone else mention this, but I believe the evidence 
is clear. 1947 also brought the two-part performance of Verdi’s Otello, a work he knew 
intimately from having played the cello in the orchestra at the world premiere. Once again he 
brought a few tweaks to the orchestration, and the cello’s phrasing in the introduction to the Act I 
love duet “Già nella notte densa” sounds a bit stiff, but otherwise this is an excellent 
performance, although I disagree with those who feel that it is Toscanini’s best Verdi recording 
with the NBC Symphony. He had a difficult time finding his Desdemona, for one thing. His first 
choice, after having heard her in Italy in 1946, was Renata Tebaldi, but the soprano was now too 
busy to be able to fly to New York for the rehearsals and performance. The tenor in this 
performance, Ramon Vinay, then recommended his soprano colleague at the Met, young 
Florence Quarteraro, who by 1950 gave up her stage career and married basso Italo Tajo, but 
Edward Johnson made sure that Quarteraro was unavailable for Toscanini. Luckily, Albanese 
recommended Herva Nelli, a soprano who she took to be young though she was actually shaving 
about five years off her age. This was the first time he would use her, and she became his 
soprano of choice for his performances of the Verdi Requiem, Aida, Falstaff and Un ballo in 
Maschera.  

Nelli quickly became the focal point of unreasoning hatred and insults from fans of 
soprano Zinka Milanov, then the reigning diva in these roles at the Metropolitan, but by 1947 
Milanov’s once-silvery timbre had become somewhat thick and “covered” and her musicianship 
became more and more questionable. No matter to her devoted fans, however; for them, Nelli 
was renamed “Helluva Nervi” and consistently bashed over the next 30 years. Going back and 
listening to her objectively, there is really not much to carp about except that she had only a little 
dramatic instincts. Toscanini had to drill the emotions of the characters into her. What she did 
have, however, was a surprisingly youthful-sounding lyric soprano voice and clean, musicianly 
phrasing, which made her more of a concert artist than a real “opera” singer. Although under 
Toscanini’s tutelage she did a credible job in the works she sang, once he retired and she was on 
her own her career took a nosedive—in part because the Milanov fans were still bashing her, and 
in part because she wasn’t at all interesting as a stage performer. Rumor also has it that she was 
aloof and haughty towards her colleagues, preferring to sit alone in her dressing room doing 
crochet and knitting rather than mingling with the others.  

My favorite historic Otello is not this Toscanini performance, excellent though it is, but the 
1932 studio recording under Sabajno. His tempi are almost identical to Toscanini’s, his Otello 
(Nicola Fusati) sang with a much more lustrous tone (though he wasn’t a great interpreter), his 
Desdemona (Maria Carbone) sings with greater warmth and passion, and his Iago (Apollo 
Granforte) is far more menacing. Yet there is considerable nuance in the Toscanini Otello, most 
of the tempi are quite moderate, and this time he ignored the clock and just conducted it at the 
pace he wanted. The first week’s broadcast ran almost 10 minutes overtime and thus was 
summarily cut off before it was over by many of the NBC affiliate stations, which angered 
Toscanini. 

But artistically, he was clearly finding his way back to shaping and refining his style once 
more, and the advent of both the 33 1/3 rpm LP and 45 rpm single discs meant that his 



recordings were soon being issued on vinyl instead of shellac at a cheaper price. Consumers 
could now acquire Toscanini performances at a reasonable cost, and as a result sales began to 
boom. Coincidentally, it was during this very period, 1945-47, that Walter Toscanini prodded 
both his father and RCA to make more records with him, in part because the family’s fortunes 
had mostly eroded thanks to a complex, Rube Goldberg-styled family corporation that Carla 
Toscanini had set up in the 1920s and was now hemorrhaging money. 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


